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Shock wave and bubble pulsation caused by underwater explosion destroy the hydraulic structure. However, the realization of the
underwater explosion prototype test is restricted by many factors, such as the site environment. Furthermore, the repeatability of
the test scheme is not strong.*e centrifuge scale test provides a new way of studying the damage degree of the structure under the
action of underwater explosion.*e similarity relationship refers to the bridge between the scaled model and the prototype, which
cannot achieve complete similarity in practice. *e centrifuge-scaled model test is performed by increasing the acceleration of a
certain multiple. Meanwhile, the model reduces the corresponding ratio in the geometric layout to achieve the geometric
similarity with the prototype test. *erefore, the applicability of the centrifuge scaling method in the study of the dynamic
response of the structure in underwater explosion needs to be explored further. In this work, the underwater explosion scaling test
numerical model for 1 g RDX (equivalent to 1.62 g TNT) charge under different centrifugal acceleration conditions is established,
and the calculation results of underwater pressure and dynamic response of the steel plate are compared with the centrifuge test
results. A prototype model is established to study the similarity relationship between the centrifuge scale test and the prototype
model when the steel plate structure is in the stage of small deformation and linear elasticity.*e application of the similarity ratio
in the scale test of underwater explosion the centrifuge is discussed. *e application of the centrifuge in the study of the failure
response of the hydraulic structure in underwater explosion is expanded by establishing the model and comparing with the
experimental results.

1. Introduction

Underwater explosion causes very serious damage to hy-
draulic structures. Compared with air explosion, the power
of underwater explosion is greater. *e damage process of
underwater explosion to the structure is mainly divided into
two parts: shock wave and bubble pulsation. In 1948, Cole
[1] analyzed the physical and chemical phenomena of un-
derwater explosions, the characteristics of propagation in the
impact water, and the phenomenon of bubble pulsation on
the basis of a large number of experimental studies. *e
empirical laws of the peak pressure, propagation charac-
teristics, and specific impulse of shock waves in underwater
explosions are summarized. *e corresponding calculation

formulas, which are the first to systematically study the
dynamic phenomena of underwater explosions, are given.
Subsequently, Farley and Snay [2] obtained a wide range of
far-field pressure data through experiments. Zamyshlyayev
and Yakovlev Yu [3] modified Cole’s classical theory for
different application areas and expanded and refined the
related research on underwater explosion. Geers and Hunter
[4] proposed a Geers–Hunter underwater explosion model
based on the double-asymptotic approximation method,
which integrated shock wave propagation and bubble pul-
sation.*e relationship between bubble volume acceleration
and far-field pressure distribution in the shock wave stage
was established, and the specific dynamic process of ex-
plosion load was further divided. Slifko [5] carried out in-
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depth experimental research on the pressure characteristics
of explosive shock wave in the infinite water medium and
revealed the relationship between the pressure of underwater
shock wave and water depth. Aiming at the unique dynamic
behavior of underwater explosion, Yao [6] and Zhang [7]
investigated the dynamic behavior of bubbles under different
boundary conditions. *e large-equivalent charge test for
underwater explosions is restricted by environmental fac-
tors. Researchers generally use small-equivalent charge tests
to study the typical dynamic behavior of underwater ex-
plosions. Hung and Hwangfu [8] studied the behavior of
underwater explosion bubbles at different boundaries
through experiments. *ey used 1.12 g of TNT for testing
and found that compared with the bubbles formed by
electric sparks, those formed by underwater microcharge
explosions contract slightly faster. In addition, in terms of
experiments, to explore the dynamic and complex behavior
of underwater explosions, researchers [9–11] used the
centrifuge scale model test to study the behavior charac-
teristics of the underwater explosion process based on the
reduction ratio.

*e centrifuge generates centrifugal force through high-
speed rotation so that the model has a gravity field envi-
ronment similar to that of the prototype. *e centrifuge has
always been an effective tool for simulating the blasting
action effectively. Snay [12] emphasized that, in the un-
derwater explosion scale test, the Coriolis force caused by the
rotation of the centrifuge had a negligible effect on bubble
movement. Price et al. [13] used a centrifuge test equipment
to conduct underwater explosion tests under the action of a
small structure and an additional acceleration of 190g; they
also replicated the conditions required for the response of
the prototype large-scale structure. Hu et al. [9] used the
centrifuge scale model to study the impact factors of un-
derwater explosions and conducted a series of studies using
the centrifuge scale experiments of underwater explosion
bubble pulsation. Long et al. [10] conducted a centrifuge
scale-down test of the dynamic response of a steel plate
structure in an underwater explosion. *e experiment
confirmed that the shock wave is slightly affected by the
centrifuge speed, and the deformation of the steel plate
structure caused by bubble pulsation could not be ignored.
Song et al. [11] conducted numerical simulation on the scale
test of the underwater explosion of the centrifuge and
discussed the applicability of the scale to the dynamic load of
the underwater explosion.Wang et al. [14] studied the law of
underwater explosion shock wave and bubble pulsation
under the additional acceleration of the centrifuge through
the centrifuge scale model test and numerical simulation;
they also analyzed the influence of the water equation of state
and boundary conditions on the numerical simulation re-
sults. *e use of grid size as the charge radius in the three-
dimensional model is recommended. Based on the similarity
rate, Wang et al. [15] presented similar requirements for
small-scale underwater explosion tests and explored the
distribution of explosion energy in shallow water and the
factors that affect the peak pressure of shock waves.

*e dynamic response analysis of the structure subjected to
water involves many problems, such as fluid-solid coupling.

Wang et al. [16–18] established a hydraulic concrete dynamic
response structural model that considered the interaction
between the structure and the surrounding environment and
explored the fluid-solid coupling problem of the dynamic
response of the structure. In addition, numerical simulation
provides a wealth of supplementary methods for the study of
underwater explosions. Blake and Gibson [19], Klaseboer et al.
[20], Liu et al. [21], Pearson et al. [22], and others used the
boundary element method to study nonspherical bubbles. Cui
et al. [23] studied the movement of bubbles under the action of
gravity and different boundary conditions through a small
amount of underwater explosion experiments. Xiao et al. [24]
improved the compressible nonspherical bubble dynamics
model and explored the influence of bubble initial conditions in
the free field and gravitational field on bubble dynamics. Liu
et al. [25] used numerical calculations and indirect mapping
methods to study the similarities, differences, and relationships
between spherical and cylindrical charges in underwater ex-
plosions and verified them through experiments. Ming et al.
[26] used the SPH method to study the shock wave load
characteristics near the underwater explosive charge and
proposed a SPH-FEMmethod to study the dynamic nonlinear
behavior of ship structures under the action of underwater
explosions. Liu et al. [27] used the finite element method to
study the underwater explosion in the free field. Hai and Ren
[28] studied the damage of reinforced concrete slabs under the
action of underwater explosions through numerical simulation.

However, for the dynamic response of hydraulic structures
in underwater explosions, the applicability of the centrifuge
scale model remains to be studied. *is paper establishes a
numerical model for the scale-down test of the underwater
explosion of the centrifuge, analyzes the water pressure in the
underwater explosion test of the centrifuge and the dynamic
response of the steel plate structure, and verifies the reliability
of the model by comparing the test results with the numerical
simulation results. *en, the corresponding prototype un-
derwater explosion numerical model is established. *rough
comparison with the centrifuge scale model, the feasibility of
the similarity law in studying the dynamic response of the
structure under the action of underwater explosion is dis-
cussed.*is paper expands the application of centrifuges in the
study of the failure response of hydraulic structures in un-
derwater explosions by establishing a model and comparing it
with the test results.

2. Overview of Underwater Explosion Test

To further study the similarity rate of underwater explosion,
this paper selects the centrifuge underwater explosion test
conducted by Long [10] as a reference. In this paper, a nu-
merical model is established according to the specific situation
of the test, and the reliability of the model is verified.

2.1.Centrifuge ScaleTest of Steel Plate Subjected toUnderwater
Explosion. Long et al. [10] used the LXJ-4-450 centrifuge
experimental equipment of China Institute ofWater Resources
and Hydropower Research (IWHR) to carry out a scale-down
test of underwater explosions. Awater-retaining steel plate with
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a thickness of 50mm and a height of 700mm was used. *e
bottom of the steel plate is fixed with a concrete support. *e
front of the plate is filled with 600mm deep water, and the
other side is air. An observation window is set on the side of the
model container, and a high-speed camera is placed to capture
underwater explosion images. *e burst center of the charge is
300mm away from the water-retaining steel plate, and a
pressure sensor is set at the distance R� 350mm on the other
side of the charge to record the pressure change in the mea-
suring point with time during the test.*e test setup and sensor
layout are shown in Figure 1.

*e working conditions used in the simulation are
shown in Table 1, where G is the additional acceleration of
the centrifuge, 1 g� 9.80m/s2, W is the mass of the TNT
charge, D is the explosion depth, L is the horizontal distance
between the charge center and the steel plate, R is the charge
center distance or the distance of the water pressure sensor,
and Width and Height are the width and height of the steel
plate, respectively.

2.2.Lawof Similarity. In the scaling test, the reduction factor
λ is generally used to express the similarity multiple rela-
tionship between the prototype test and the scale-down
model test. However, the use of the same scale factor so that
all physical quantities strictly follow the similarity ratio is
difficult. In the centrifuge test, physical quantities, such as
atmospheric pressure and the density of the water medium,
are consistent with the prototype test. *e centrifuge test
achieves the purpose of simulating the underwater explosion
of a large mass charge with a small mass charge by changing
the acceleration of gravity. When considering the similarity
rate of the structure, the geometric dimensions, physical
parameters, and boundary conditions of the original and
model must follow a certain similar relationship. When
studying the dynamic response of linear elastic and small
deformation structures, the geometric dimensions of the
original and model are similar according to a certain re-
duction factor λ. Achieving the same constraint conditions
of the prototype and the model is difficult, and certain
simplification is required, but it is only approximate rather
than similar. At this time, the elastic modulus E, shear
modulusG, density ρ, and other parameters that describe the
characteristics of the material in the elastic range should
meet the requirements of similar conditions as needed.
When considering the similarity of gravity, the dynamic
similarity criteria of materials in the dynamic process of
underwater explosion are shown in Table 2, where M, L, and
T are the mass, length, and time, respectively.

Large-scale underwater explosion tests are difficult to
implement.*us, this paper studies the dynamic response of
the steel plate in the linear elastic phase of the centrifuge
under the action of underwater explosion and then estab-
lishes a numerical model of the response of the prototype
steel plate under the action of underwater explosion. It is
compared with the centrifuge scale model to verify the
reliability of the centrifuge scale model in studying the
dynamic response of the structure subjected to underwater
explosions.

3. Establishment of Numerical Model and
Selection of Material Parameters

In this paper, LS-DYNA is used for numerical simulation
research. By establishing a numerical model of underwater
explosion, the application of the similarity rate in the un-
derwater explosion problem is further explored on the basis
of the numerical model verified with experimental results.

3.1. Finite Element Model. When using LS-DYNA to sim-
ulate the underwater explosion process, the prototype test
and the centrifuge model test use symmetrical concentrated
charges, and both use the samematerial parameters and state
equations. To improve calculation efficiency, 1/2 symmet-
rical modeling is adopted, and symmetry constraints are
imposed on the symmetry plane. *e bubble pulsation
process in the underwater explosion is greatly affected by the
surrounding water pressure. In the centrifuge test, the
overall acceleration of the model is applied to achieve the
purpose of the scale-down test. At the same time, the water
pressure in the centrifuge test will change greatly. In the
centrifuge scale-down test, the atmospheric pressure re-
mains the same as the prototype test, but the difference
corresponds to the change in the water pressure distribution
gradient due to increased acceleration. In the underwater
explosion numerical model, a global downward acceleration
(G� ng; 1g � 9.8m/s2) is applied to the model so that the
pressure in the water is distributed according to the actual
conditions in the centrifuge test conditions. Table 1 shows
that the underwater explosion tests studied in this paper are
not shallow water explosions, and the explosion center is far
from the steel plate. *e air pocket formed by the under-
water explosion on the water surface directly above the
explosion center is found at a certain distance from the steel
plate; to enable the water pressure distribution to converge,
the influence of air on the water surface on the results must
be reduced. Next, one must focus on observing the response
of the steel plate to water, so the effect of the air domain
could be ignored, and the atmospheric pressure on the water
surface must be applied by means of uniform pressure.
When simulating a centrifuge test, a vertical downward
acceleration is applied to the overall model, and the hy-
drostatic pressure in the water is initialized before the charge
is detonated. Wang et al. [30] studied the influence of grid
size on underwater explosion shock wave propagation under
different charge quantities and introduced the ratio of charge
radius to grid side length as the calculation standard by
analyzing the correlation between grid size and charge
quantity under different charge quantities. *rough analysis
and comparison, when the grid size of the charge is 1/3 of the
charge radius, the calculation efficiency can be improved
under the condition of ensuring the calculation accuracy and
grid convergence.*erefore, 1/3 of the charge size is selected
as the unit side length to divide the Euler domain.

*e test is carried out in a centrifuge. *e model is
surrounded by the walls of the test cabin. To reduce the
impact of the environment on the simulation results, a
nonreflective boundary is applied around the water medium.
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Surface-to-surface contact is adopted between the steel plate
and the concrete support, and the contact surface can only be
compressed but not tensioned. *e numerical calculation
model and boundary settings are shown in Figure 2.

3.2. Material Parameters. LS-DYNA provides a wealth of
material models and equations of the state. *is article studies
the dynamics of underwater explosions. *e materials involved
include TNT, water, and air. In underwater explosions,
high-energy explosives use ∗MAT_HIGH_EXPLOSIVE_BURN
to simulate their material parameters and utilize the JWL
equation of the state. *e commonly used standard JWL state
equation is

P � A 1 −
ω

R1V
 e

−R1V( ) + B 1 −
ω

R2V
 e

−R2V( ) +
ωE

V
,

(1)

where P is the pressure of the detonation product, V is the
relative volume of the detonation product, and A, B, R1, R2,
and ω are the parameters of the equation of the state. *e
material parameters of TNT are shown in Table 3.

In ls-dyna, water can use the ∗EOS_GRUNEISEN state
equation to describe its dynamic response. When the water
is under pressure, the state equation is as follows:

p �
ρ0C

2
0μ 1 + 1 − c0/2( μ − a/2μ2 

1 − S1 − 1( μ − S2μ
2/μ + 1 − S3μ

3/(μ + 1)
2

 

+ c0 + aμ( EV,

(2)

where p is the water pressure, ρ0 is the initial density of the
water medium, taken as 1000 kg/m3, C0 is the speed of sound
in the water medium, degree of compression μ� ρ/ρ−1, E0 is
the initial internal energy, internal energy increment per
unit volume EV � ρ0(E−E0), and a is a constant, and it is the
first-order volume correction coefficient of c0, and the values
are shown in Table 4.

In this paper, a three-dimensional finite element model
was established, and different parameters in Table 4 were
used for simulation. *e test results measured by the water
pressure sensor in the test UE01 were compared
(WTNT �1.62 g, D� 30 cm, and R� 35 cm), and the result is
shown in Figure 3. As shown, the peak pressure and the wave
speed are consistent with the experimental result when the
coefficients recommended by Webster [32] were used. *e
most significant difference between Webster’s model and
others’ model is the adoption of a higher initial acoustic
velocity. With higher value of C, the shock wave propagates
faster and attenuates slower. In fact, given that the wave
speed is greater than the speed of sound in water near the
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of underwater explosion centrifuge test setup and sensor layout (mm). (a) Setting situation of the centrifuge
test (mm) [9]. (b) Schematic diagram of the steel plate back water surface sensor layout (mm).

Table 1: Test conditions setting details.

No. G W (g)
Position of charge in water Steel plate

D (cm) L (cm) R (cm) Width (cm) Height (cm)
UE01 20 g 1.612 30 30 35

60 70UE02 30 g 1.613 30 30 35
UE03 40 g 1.620 30 30 35
UE05 50 g 1.640 30 30 35
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charge [32], Webster’s model can correctly capture the
pressure-density relationship of the fluid in a close proximity
underwater explosion environment, which is considered in
our analysis. Hai and Ren [28] also verified this point

through the research results of establishing a two-dimen-
sional model of underwater explosion. *erefore, the pa-
rameters of the equation of the state, whichWebster used for
water, were adopted in subsequent simulations.

Table 2: Scaling similarity relation of dynamic parameters of underwater explosion [29].

Parameters Dimension Prototype Scale model Value
Explosive radius

L

R0 λR0 λ
Standoff distance R λR λ
Explosion depth D λD λ
Bubble radius Rb λRb λ
Length L λL λ
Displacement L λL λ
Period T Tb λTb λ
Explosion weight M W λ3W λ3

Structure weight M λ3M λ3

Water density ML−3 Pw Pw 1
Explosion density ρc ρc 1
Fluid velocity LT−1 cw cw 1
Detonation velocity Uc Uc 1
Atmosphere pressure

ML−1T−2

Patm Patm 1
Shock wave peak pressure Pm Pm 1
Bubble pulsation pressure Pbm Pbm 1
Hydrostatic pressure P0 P0 1
Strength σmax σmax 1
Surface load P P 1
Stress σ � σmax σ � σmax 1
Stress-strain relationship f� σ (ε) f� σ (ε) 1
Strain 1 ε ε 1
Acceleration LT−2 g g/λ 1/λ

Water
Steel Concrete

Explosive

Nonreflecting 
boundary

Symmetry 
plane

150 50 100
980 Units: mm

L

D
700

300

600

G = ng

Figure 2: Numerical model of explosion in water.

Table 3: Material parameters of TNT.

ρ/(kg·m−3)
Detonation parameter Parameter of state equation

DCJ (m·s−1) PCJ (GPa) E (J/m3) A (GPa) B (GPa) ω R1 R2

1630 6930 21.0 6×109 374 3.23 0.3 4.15 0.95
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*e response of the steel plate in the test is in the elastic
stage, the steel density is 7830 kg/m3, Young’s modulus is
201GPa, and Poisson’s ratio is 0.3.

*e steel plate is restrained by the concrete bearing.
Similar to the steel plate, the concrete bearing is still in the
elastic stage without damage in the test. However, consid-
ering that the test is still an impact dynamic test, the concrete
RHT constitutive model can simulate the dynamics of
concrete materials better. In the test, concrete sand M15 is
selected as the bearing material. Combined with the actual
situation of the test, Table 5 shows the selection of concrete
material parameters. fc is the compressive strength of con-
crete, and ft is the tensile strength.

4. Result Verification

4.1. Pressure Propagation inWater. *e conditions of UE01,
UE02, UE03, and UE05 are the same, except for the different
accelerations. *e explosive depth of the charge and the
explosion distance are the same. *e sensor is 35 cm away
from the explosion center. *e numerical simulation results
of the water pressure in these four operating conditions are
compared with the test results (Figure 4).

Taking the UE03 operating condition (G� 40 g) as an
example, the detailed comparison diagram of the numerical
simulation and test results of the shock wave and bubble
pulsation method is shown in Figure 5.

In an underwater explosion, different accelerations have
slight effects on the shock wave, and the main effect of
acceleration is bubble pulsation. *e bubble pulsation itself
refers to the interaction between the detonation product and
the surrounding water pressure. Acceleration directly affects

the pressure distribution in water and has a greater impact
on bubble pulsation. In Figures 4(a)–4(d), the water pressure
time history curves of working conditions UE01, UE02,
UE03, and UE05 under accelerations of 20, 30, 40, and 50g

were presented, respectively. A total of 1.0 g RDX charge
(equivalent to 1.62 g TNT charge) exploded at a depth of
30 cm underwater, and the water pressure was measured at
an explosion distance of 35 cm (TNTproportional explosion
distance R/W1/3 � 2.98m/kg1/3). In the four working con-
ditions, the test shock wave peak pressure is very close.
Compared with the 15.26MPa shock wave peak pressure
calculated by Cole’s empirical formula, the numerical model
calculation results in this paper are closer to the test results
under different working conditions.

With the increase in acceleration, the period of bubble
pulsation of underwater explosion is shortened, which is well
proved by experiment and numerical simulation. *e test
was carried out in a closed water tank. In the numerical
model, in order to reduce the impact of the environment on
the results, the boundary was treated with no reflection,
which was different from the real situation in the test and
also caused the bubble pulsation obtained by the numerical
simulation. *e period is slightly different from the test
result. However, the numerical simulation as a whole re-
alized the whole process of underwater explosion shock
wave propagation and bubble pulsation, and the second
bubble pulsation phenomenon was also obtained in working
conditions UE03 (G� 40 g) and UE05 (G� 50 g). *is
finding proves that the application of gravitational accel-
eration globally to the model can restore the dynamic
process of underwater explosions with different scaling
factors.

Table 4: Parameters of the Gruneisen equation of the state for water.

Source C (m·s−1) S1 S2 S3 c0 a
HULL [31] 1483 1.75 0 0 0.28 0
SNL [31] 1647 1.92 0 0 0 0
Webster [32] 2417 1.414 0 0 1 0
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Figure 3: Shock wave pressure of different equations of the state for water.
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In addition to characteristic parameters, such as shock
wave peak pressure and bubble pulsation period, the radius
change in bubble pulsation is also a characteristic of dynamic
loads under different accelerations. Figure 6 shows the
comparison between the experimental results and the nu-
merical simulation of the change in bubble radius in working
condition UE01 (G� 20 g).

In the bubble pulsation process, the numerical simula-
tion results of the radius time history curve are close to the
experimental results. However, because the numerical model
cannot reflect all the real conditions in the experiment, the
minimum radius of bubble obtained by numerical simula-
tion is smaller than the experimental results, and the time is
slightly delayed. However, in the whole bubble pulsation

Table 5: Material parameters of concrete.

ρ/(kg·m−3) fc (MPa) ft (MPa) Young’s modulus (GPa) Failure strain Poisson’s ratio
2500 15 1.5 27.6 0.01 0.15
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Figure 4: Comparison of experimental results and numerical simulation results of water pressure. (a) UE01. (b) UE02. (c) UE03. (d) UE05.
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process, the variation trend of bubble radius and maximum
radius obtained by numerical simulation are similar to those
in the experimental results.

*e dynamic process of underwater explosion under
different acceleration conditions is reflected in the numerical
simulation, whether it is the pressure time history curve or
the change in bubble pulsation radius.

4.2.DynamicResponseof SteelPlate. In the numerical model,
the fluid-structure coupling algorithm is used to transfer the
load between the steel plate and the water. *e steel plates in
underwater explosions under different working conditions
are still in the elastic stage, and the strain of different parts of
the steel plate can describe the overall dynamic response of
the steel plate. Taking UE01 (G� 20 g) working condition as
an example, the strain at 4-3 at the back water surface of the
steel plate is shown in Figure 7, and the strain at 3-2 at the
back water surface of the steel plate is shown in Figure 8.

*e steel plate is supported by the concrete support, the
contact between them and the load transfer are complex, and
the restraint conditions of the steel plate are also compli-
cated. *e numerical model established in this paper defines
the contact between the steel plate and the concrete as
surface-to-surface contact and directly fixes the back of the
concrete support, which is different from the actual situation
in the experiment, and the numerical model is a symmetrical
modeling. *e 4-3 measuring point is located on the sym-
metrical axis, and the strain oscillation after shock wave
action is less obvious. In Figures 7 and 8, the oscillation trend
of the strain obtained by numerical simulation between
shock wave and bubble pulsation is different from the ex-
perimental results. *e oscillation of the numerical simu-
lation is smaller than the experimental results, which is
largely affected by the steel plate constraint. *e numerical
simulation results are close to the experimental results in
terms of strain trend and strain size. Although the bubble

pulsation is much smaller than the peak pressure of shock
wave, it still causes a large deformation of the structure, and
the degree of deformation is no less than the effect of the
shock wave on the structure. *e strain recovery of the steel
plate after shock wave action and bubble pulse action also
proves that the steel plate is still in the stage of elastic de-
formation during the test.

*e test is carried out in a closed cabin. After an un-
derwater explosion occurs, the detonation product expands
and pushes away the surrounding water. *e detonation
products will shrink faster because the water is constrained
by the test bulkhead and the water’s compressibility is small.
In the numerical simulation, to reduce the influence of
boundary reflection, the water boundary is set as a non-
reflective boundary, which has pushed back the arrival time
of bubble pulsation to a certain extent. *erefore, the bubble
pulsation time obtained by the numerical simulation in
Figures 7 and 8 is smaller than test results.

5. Analysis

5.1. Analysis of Similarity Law of Underwater Explosion.
*e centrifuge test aims to simulate the prototype test by
applying a certain multiple of acceleration to the model.
Table 6 shows the dimensions of the prototype test that
corresponds to four different acceleration conditions.
Among them, Wm is the charge quantity of the scaled test,
Wp is the charge quantity of the prototype model,Dp, Lp, and
Rp are the position parameters of the water charge, which are
the same as in Table 1, and Widthp and Heightp are the steel
plate sizes of the prototype model, respectively.

*e prototype underwater explosion model is estab-
lished according to the model parameters in Table 6, and the
same material parameters and environment settings are
adopted as the centrifuge test model. When comparing the
results of the prototype underwater explosion model with
the centrifuge test results, the influence of the similarity rate
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Figure 5: Comparison details of shock wave and bubble pulsation in UE03 working condition. (a) Pressure comparison in the shock wave
stage. (b) Pressure comparison during bubble pulsation.
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should be considered. According to the dimensional analysis
in Table 2, pressure does not change during the scaling
process, but the time parameter should change corre-
spondingly to the scaling factor.

*e time in the calculation results of the prototypemodel
is reduced by the corresponding multiple and then com-
pared with the centrifuge test results. Figures 9(a) and 9(b)
show the comparison of the water pressure under working
condition UE01 (λ�1/20) and working condition UE05
(λ�1/50), respectively. *e results of centrifuge test and
centrifuge simulation are very close to the scaled pressure
time history curve of the prototype model, and shock wave
peak pressure and bubble pulsation time have no significant
differences. Taking UE01 working condition as an example,
Figure 10 shows the details of pressure comparison in water.
*e attenuation of shock wave and bubble pulsation are well
reflected in the simulation. Due to the setting of the

surrounding environment, the simulated bubble pulsation is
slightly different from the experimental results. *e obvious
reflection exists after the shock wave was measured by the
experiment, but the nonreflection boundary is adopted in
the numerical simulation. *us, the reflection is not obvious
in the numerical simulation. In general, the simulation
results of the centrifuge test fit well with the simulation
results of the prototype model, and the comparison between
them fully shows the effectiveness of the similarity law in
water pressure propagation.

5.2. Similarity Analysis of Steel Plate Subjected to Underwater
Explosion. Based on the analysis of the load similarity ratio
of underwater explosion, the dynamic response of the steel
plate in underwater explosion with different accelerations
can be studied further. First, verify whether the deformation
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Figure 6: Comparison of experimental results and numerical simulation of the bubble radius time history curve (UE01).
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Figure 7: Comparison of test results and numerical simulation results of strain at 4-3 in UE01. (a) 4-3-x. (b) 4-3-y.
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of the steel plate subjected to hydrostatic pressure before
detonation conforms to the law of similarity. Taking the
working condition UE01 and its corresponding prototype
model as an example, Figure 11 shows the strain distribution
nephogram (strain perpendicular to the plate direction) of
the two steel plates under hydrostatic pressure. *e strain
peak value of the steel plate after the additional acceleration
of the centrifuge is close to that of the steel plate in the
prototype model, and the strain range is similar. *e de-
formation is mainly concentrated in the area directly op-
posite to the blasting center in the middle and diffuses
outward in a circular shape. *e reason is that the left and
right sides and the bottom of the steel plate are constrained
by concrete; hence, no large deformation is observed near
the edge.

*e stress of the steel plate under hydrostatic pressure in
the two models conforms to the law of similarity. *e
prototype model is established according to the model pa-
rameters in Table 6. Taking G� 20 g and G� 50 g as ex-
amples, Figure 12 shows the displacement comparison of the
back water surface of the steel plate under the action of shock
wave under different acceleration conditions, where
Figure 12(a) is the displacement comparison between UE01
(1.612 g TNT; G� 20 g) and the corresponding prototype
model (12.90 kg TNT; G� 1 g), in which the steel plate is

expanded from 60 cm× 70 cm to 12m× 14m according to
the similarity law, and the coordinates of X and Y directions
are also expanded by 20 times. Similarly, Figure 12(b) is the
displacement comparison between UE05 (1.64 g TNT;
G� 50 g) and the corresponding prototype model (205.0 kg
TNT; G� 1 g), and the size of the steel plate is expanded by
50 times. Figure 12 presents that when the steel plate is in the
elastic range, the displacement under the action of under-
water explosion follows the similarity law.

Besides the deformation of the steel plate under the
action of shock wave, the strain change of the steel plate
under the action of shock wave and bubble pulsation can
verify whether the steel plate conforms to the similarity law.
Taking the 4-3 position where the back surface of the steel
plate is facing the explosion center as an example, Figure 13
shows the strain response of the steel plate in UE01 and the
corresponding prototype model under the action of an
underwater explosion. *e black dashed line in the figure is
the strain curve measured by the UE01 test, the black solid
line is the strain curve calculated by the scaled-down nu-
merical model, and the red line is the strain response of the
steel plate in the prototype model. *e prototype model and
scaled model share the number axis of strain. *e time axis
of the prototype model is the red one at the top, and the time
axis of the scale model is the black one at the bottom. *e
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Figure 8: Comparison of test results and numerical simulation results of strain at 3-2 in UE01. (a) 3-2-x. (b) 3-2-y.

Table 6: Prototype underwater explosion test parameters corresponding to different centrifuge test conditions.

No. G Wm (g) Wp (kg) Dp (m) Lp (m) Rp (m) Widthp (m) Heightp (m)
UE01 20 g 1.612 12.90 6 6 7 12 14
UE02 30 g 1.613 43.55 9 9 10.5 18 21
UE03 40 g 1.620 103.68 12 12 14 24 28
UE05 50 g 1.640 205.0 15 15 17.5 30 35

10 Shock and Vibration



time axis of the prototype model is 20 times larger than that
of the scale model, which is exactly the same as the scale
factor.

Figure 13 illustrates that the strain curve of the pro-
totype model fits well with the scaled model. *e strain
values of the scaled model in Figure 13(a) are slightly

different from those of the prototype model, but in
general, the change trend of the strain is similar. *e strain
curves of 4-3-y in Figure 13(b) are almost coincident
under the action of shock wave. *e similarity law is well
reflected in the response of the steel plate to underwater
explosion.
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Figure 10: Comparison details of water pressure. (a) Shock wave. (b) Bubble pulsation.
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Figure 11: Strain comparison between UE01 and prototype model of the steel plate facing the water surface after being subjected to
hydrostatic pressure. (a) Strain distribution of the steel plate facing the water surface in UE01. (b) Strain distribution of the steel plate facing
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6. Conclusion

In this paper, the numerical model of the steel plate in
underwater explosion of the centrifuge is established, and
the reliability of the numerical model is preliminarily ver-
ified by comparing with the time history curve of pressure in
water and the strain curve of the steel plate measured by the
experiment. *e centrifuge scale test aims to simulate the
dynamic mechanical test of the prototype by applying
certain acceleration. Corresponding to different acceleration
conditions, this paper establishes the corresponding en-
larged size prototype model and further explores the fea-
sibility of the centrifuge scale-down test in studying the
dynamic response of the structure under the action of
underwater explosion. *is paper draws the following
conclusions through the comparative analysis of numerical
simulation and experiment:

(1) By selecting appropriate material parameters and
modeling method, the dynamic behavior of under-
water explosion and the dynamic response of the
steel plate under underwater explosion can be
simulated well, which is suitable for the case of
G� n g (n> 1) and G� 1 g.

(2) In the centrifuge scale test, the deformation of the
steel plate is mainly caused by shock wave and bubble
pulsation. *e deformation of the steel plate back
surface caused by bubble pulsation is close to that
caused by shock wave, which is proven by the nu-
merical model and test.

(3) In the centrifuge underwater explosion model, the
shock wave load is not greatly affected by the ac-
celeration, and the propagation of shock wave in
water still follows the same law of shock wave peak

under the same proportion of explosion distance.
*e acceleration of the centrifuge test mainly
changes the bubble pulsation of underwater explo-
sion. *e calculation results of corresponding pro-
totype models established for centrifuge tests under
different acceleration conditions are also shown in
this point. *e time parameters of the prototype
model can be reduced by the corresponding multiple
in the time history of the pressure in water, which
can be used to fit the test results of the centrifuge. In
shock wave propagation and bubble pulsation, the
relationship between the prototype model and
centrifuge test follows the scaling relationship.

(4) *rough the analysis and comparison of the dis-
placement and strain processes of the back water
surface when the steel plate is subjected to the shock
wave, the scaling condition of the centrifuge and the
dynamic response of the steel plate in the prototype
model follow the scaling relationship. Scaling is not
only meaningful in the study of water load but also
plays an important role in the study of the structural
response.

(5) In the working conditions studied in this paper,
whether the centrifuge test and prototype model, the
section of the steel plate is a regular rectangle, the steel
is in the stage of linear elasticity, and the steel plate
structure has good similarity law between the centri-
fuge scale working condition and prototype model,
which is inseparable from its own constitutive char-
acteristics. For nonlinear dynamic constitutive concrete
and hydraulic structures with irregular cross section,
the shrinkage ratio of concrete subjected to underwater
explosion must be explored further.
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Figure 13: Strain comparison of the steel plate in the scale-down test, scale-down model, and corresponding prototype model. (a) 4-3-x.
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